
Model Volume Weight
(unheaped) Rating

(lbs.)

Garden 5.5 cu ft 250

Utility 8.0 cu ft 400

Jumbo & 11.5 cu ft 600
Jumbo Slim

3rd Wheel & 11.5 cu ft 600
Push Cart

Trailer 11.5 cu ft 600

E-Z Loader N/A 250

The Garden Cart
At 5.5 cu ft, the Garden Cart (shown
with Flat-Proof wheel) has more capacity
than a wheelbarrow, plus the added
stability of two wheels and back-saving
ergonomic balance. Extra-sturdy
construction means this cart will last
longer than many standard carts.

The Utility Cart
At 8.0 cu ft, the Utility Cart (shown with
bike wheels) is great for larger jobs like
property maintenance, stall and kennel
cleaning, and trips to the beach.

The Jumbo Cart
If you need a big cart, the Jumbo (shown
with rib tires) is the perfect choice. It holds
11.5 cu ft of material (up to 600 lbs.) and is
perfectly balanced to make big jobs a
breeze. Great for farms and ranches.

The 3rd Wheel & Push Cart
Similar in design to the Jumbo “Slim” Cart,
but uses two pneumatic rib front tires for a
wider stance. 3rd Wheel has a standard
horizontal handle for those needing dump;
Push Cart (shown) has upright handle.

E-Z Loader
When you need to move heavy objects but
need extreme portability, the folding E-Z
Loader is the right solution. Pound for
pound, this is one strong cart that carries
250 lbs but weighs only 17 lbs.

The Jumbo “Slim” Cart
We designed the “Slim” for those who
needed the large capacity of our Jumbo, but
needed a slimmer profile so that it could go
through regular 30” doorways. “Slim” also
uses swiveling casters so that it can turn on
a dime.

E-Z HAUL CART

The Trailer Cart
Big jobs require a serious cart and the
Trailer Cart is just right. The tub is the same
as our Jumbo cart with a capacity of 11.5
cu ft. The hitch will connect to a standard
ball for towing behind a lawn tractor, golf
cart or ATV. A cotter pin release will dump
the tub without having to unhook the hitch.
The hitch is removable and includes a
stand for use as a hand cart. This cart
comes with 8” knobby tires.


